HOW TO MAKE YOUR DESIGNER love <you> more!
HI, I’M THANOS

The dude in the back there.

@KLoui dribbble.com/klou
WHY

Because your dream job awaits!
The impressive new interiors designed by the Nauta Design agency make the Lagoon 400 S2 even more comfortable, elegant and distinctly contemporary, while remaining ever-faithful to the brand’s values. All Lagoons bear the VPLP (Van Peteghem Lauriot Prévost) signature, the most successful firm of naval architects to date in the catamaran sector.

HOW
It’s all about respect

A SUBTITLE ABOUT THE EXPERIENCE
AFTER BASICS

Expert in html5/css3
Proficient in Javascript
Expert in building responsive websites
Know-how to optimize for performance
Stay current & updated.
RESPECT

the product, the medium, the user, your partners.
SPECIFICS PLEASE

Web typography

Sizes, Vertical & Horizontal distances

Images handling

The secret ingredient
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IMAGES HANDLING

2 simple rules

1. Respect the Photo
   Resize without stretch or pixelate

2. Respect the objective
   Keep it always inside the canvas when resize.
THE SECRET INGREDIENT is <you>!
SPECIFICS PLEASE

or how to be irreplaceable

Create all resolutions from 1 template
Make small, logical design decisions like font size & white space

Learn your designer’s patterns
Complete the designs faster, be able to re-create similar pages

Be proactive & organized
Create a Style Guide & Correct your designer’s mistakes.
YOU CAN DO IT <thank> you!